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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

**Power Requirements:**

Each display unit requires 120VAC @ 1 AMP on a clean circuit breaker (max. 10 amps).

**Power Up Sequence:**

1. Antenna must be attached to each display and control console.

2. Power up both displays using a standard 120VAC outlet. Upon power up the displays will have the center segment of each digit illuminated. **You must always power up the displays prior to the control console for proper radio communication.**

3. Plug the 9-volt adapter into a standard outlet and into the control console. Turn the control console on and the displays will perform a diagnostic procedure by displaying eights in each position and then setting to 35 seconds.

**NOTE:** The Power Switch is located in the front corner on the left side panel of the console.
CONSOLE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

SET:  
Pressing this button, when the STOP/GO switch is in the stop position, allows the user to change the default of the master shot timer from 35 seconds. Holding the button down causes the timer to decrement the default time and tapping the button causes the time to increment by 1 second.

RESET:  
Pressing this button selects the master shot clock time and resets the clock to the preset time, i.e. 35 seconds.

AUX SET:  
Pressing this button allows the user to change the default time on the auxiliary shot cock time 35 seconds. Holding the button down causes the auxiliary shot clock time to decrement the default time and tapping the button causes the time to increment by 1 second.

AUX RESET:  
Pressing this button selects the auxiliary shot clock time and resets the clock to the preset time, i.e. 16 seconds.

STOP/GO:  
This starts and stops the timer when counting down. This switch must be in STOP to change the value of the time to be set on the timer.
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